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oard Confidence vote retabled 
to select 
Western 
leader 
The new president of 
Western Illinois University 
will be appointed at the 
Board of Governors meet-
ing Thursday afternoon 
along with the approval of 
the teachers' salary at 
BOG universities and fill-
ing of two board positions. 
The board will meet in 
executive session at 
Western Illinois University 
at 8 a.m. to interview the 
three remaining presiden-
tial candidates, said Jill 
Nilsen, associate dean of 
graduate school and 
research. Five candidates 
applied for the position. 
Candidates are Ray 
Hoops, vice chancellor for 
academic affairs at the 
University of Mississippi; 
Marvalene Hughes, vice 
president of student affairs 
at the University of 
Minnesota; and Donald 
Spencer, provost at the 
State University of New 
York at Geneseo. · 
Burt Witthuhn, provost 
of Western Illinois 
University, has served as 
acting president since 
Ralph Wagonner left this 
summer to become presi-
dent of Augustana College 
in South Dakota. 
The BOG is the state 
governing board that rep-
resents Eastern, Western 
Illinois, Governors State, 
Northeastern Illinois and 
• Continued on Page 2 
By AMY CARNES 
Staff wrtter 
The Faculty Senate approved a motion 
to retable a no-confidence vote in Board of 
Governors Chancellor Thomas Layzell 
Tuesday and appointed a drafting com-
mittee to rewrite the no-confidence 
resolution. 
The revised no-confidence motion will 
include the Janet Francis-Laribee tenure 
settlement and address other issues the 
board handles such as its oversight duties 
and staffing of its central office. 
If the senate approves the resolution, it 
will likely be placed before all faculty. 
"Historically, the campus has had seri-
ous questions about the effectiveness and 
the appropriateness of the oversight exer-
cised by the board staff," senate member 
John Miller said. 
Miller said he is unsure when a no-con-
fidence resolution can be drawn up. 
Senate members were split on the issue 
Camouflage 
of retabling a no-confidence vote in 
Layzell. 
A vote of no-confidence in Layzell would 
sever the lines of communication between 
Faculty Senate and the BOG, said Faculty 
Senate chairman Bill Addison. 
The Faculty Senate has not called for a 
confidence vote since March 1991 when it 
voted a "lack of confidence" in former 
Eastern President Stan Rives and sent 
the question before faculty. Less than a 
month later, about· 60 percent of roughly 
1,900 votes cast by faculty voted to sup-
port the statement. 
The senate cited allegations of "unfair 
hiring practices, nepotism and circumven-
tion of affirmative action hiring practices" 
when it called for the confidence vote in 
Rives and former Physical Plant Director 
Victor Robeson. 
Addison said the chancellor did what 
the senate asked him to do when he 
explained the Francis-Laribee tentire 
award iri writing, visited Eastern with 
attorney Mark Dunn to answer questions 
about the settlement and released Dunn's 
report. 
Addison said the fact that the senate 
disagrees with the rationale given by 
Layzell doesn't warrant a no-confidence 
vote in the chancellor. 
Senate member Gail Mason said she 
thinks it is time for the senate to move on 
to discussing other issues. She said the 
BOG is aware that the senate feels the 
board "acted inappropriately" by granting 
tenure to Francis-Laribee as part of her 
sexual harassment settlement and there-
fore a no-confidence vote would not serve 
any purpose. 
Senate member Jane Lasky said she is 
in favor of the no-confidence resoluti6n 
because the integrity of the tentire process 
was violated by the Francis-Laribee set-
tlement. 
"There was nothing said last week that 
" Continued on Page 2 
DEE ANN VILLECCO /Staff photographer 
Amos Dillmen, 6, plays in the leaves Tuesday afternoon in.front of his house at the corner of Seventh and Polk streets. 
alk to speak on graduation proposal 
JOHNFERAK 
An Eastern administrator will dis-
s a proposal to reduce graduation 
eremonies from three days to one 
er year at Wednesday's Student 
enate meeting. 
Steve Falk, vice president for insti-
utional advancement, will address 
he senate about the recent sugges-
. n to hold only one graduation per 
school year. This one-day ceremony 
ould be held at the conclusion of 
e spring semester in May. 
Falk said the idea was suggested 
a solution to the problem of over-
row ding at the December and 
ugust indoor graduation cere-
monies at Lantz 
Gym. 
Recently, a stu-
dent advisory com-
mittee was estab-
lished to study the 
proposal. If the plan 
is adopted, cere-
monies would be 
conducted on the 
North Quad, which Stephen Falk 
is in front of Booth 
Library. 
Senate Speaker Bobby Smith said 
he is interested in hearing what Falk 
has to say Wednesday night about 
the issue. 
"Ever since I've been here, I've 
heard a lot of people complain about 
the graduation ceremonies," Smith 
said. "I think I'd like to graduate 
when I'm supposed to." 
Smith said giving students .who 
graduate in December or August only 
the option of attending a May gradu-
ation ceremony may pose an inconve-
nience for those who find employ-
ment outside this surrounding area. 
"I'd like to see where this is driv-
en," Smith said of the proposal; 
which he believes may be only a cost-
saving measure for Eastern. 
In other matters, Smith said he 
expects Amy Levine, senate member 
and senate elections chairwoman, to 
talk about the Nov. 10 Student 
Government fall election. 
Levine said Sunday that 25 peti-
tions were picked up from the 
Student Government Office. 
Students have until 4 p.m. Friday to 
turn in petitions .for a senate posi-
tion. 
Prospective senate candidates can 
pick up petitions in the Student 
Government Office, Room 201 of the 
Union. Candidates will receive a 
copy of the Student Government con-
stitution, a copy of the senate bylaws 
and a grade release form. Any full-
time Eastern student must have a 
minimum 2.25 grade point average 
to apply for a senate position. 
The senate meets tonight at 7 p.m. 
in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
·Union. 
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Dead four years, woman-found in kitchen 
WORCESTER, Mass. (AP) - One neighbor had 
Adele A. Gaboury's lawn mowed for her. Another 
took care of a pile of mail. A utility company was 
called to tend to her broken pipes. 
four years ago, after they noticed she was missing. 
But one of her brothers, with whom she wasn't 
close, told police she had gone into a n'ursing home. 
notified police, who got the deliveries stopped. 
Subsequent mail was stamped return to sender. 
Next-door neighbor Eileen Dugan, assuming 
Gaboury was in a nursing home, started paying her 
own grandson $10 twice a month to mow Gaboury's 
lawn because the property was such an eyesore. 
"A brother had located a woman with the same 
last name and assumed it was his sister. It wasn't," 
said police Capt. James Gallagher. 
All the while, the 73-year-old recluse lay dead, 
probably for four years, in trash on the kitchen floor. 
Authorities found her body Monday with a phone 
nearby, as if she had been trying to make a call 
when she died. 
With the search for Gaboury ended, neighbors 
began to tend to her two-story house that stood out 
in its decay in a middle-class neighborhood of the 
central Massachusetts city. 
A utility company was called to shut off the water 
when Dugan's son noticed Gaboury's pipes had 
frozen and sent water spilling out the door. 
"She didn't want anyone bothering her at all," 
said an old friend, June Tsiokas. "She just wanted 
to be left alone. I guess she got her wish, but it's 
awfully sad." 
Neighbors had inquired about Gaboury about 
The mailman kept delivering her mail through a 
slot in the door, until neighbor Michael Crowley 
noticed a pileup. He opened the door and hundreds 
of pieces of mail fluttered into the yard. Crowley 
No one could imagine Gaboury was inside. Even 
when police searched the home Friday, after a 
neighbor complained about it as a health hazard, 
they missed her badly decomposed body in 6 feet of 
trash. 
Layzell ________ _ 
., From Page 1 
was convincing, compelling, persuasive or 
credible," senate member Gary Foster said of 
Layzell's rationale for granting tenure to 
Francis-Laribee. "What message would we be 
sending to faculty of this university if we 
didn't offer a (confidence) vote on the issue?" 
Senate member Richard Wandling said the 
no-confidence resolution comes out of concern 
regarding the Francis-Laribee issue, which he 
said has become "a sort of side show." 
Wandling said he thinks the senate should 
move on to other issues. 
Senate members Lankford Walker, Gary 
Aylesworth, John Allison and John Miller will 
serve on the drafting committee. 
Francis-Laribee filed a $5.1 million lawsuit 
· against university officials and the BOG for 
allegedly ·mishandling her sexual harassment 
case against Efraim Turban, former distin-
guished professor in the Lumpkin College of 
Business. 
As part of her out-of-court settlement with 
the board last month, Francis-Laribee was 
awarded $150,dOO, an acting administrative 
position for the 1993-94 school year, a perma-
nent raise of $500 per month and tenure. 
In other business Tuesday, the senate held a 
50-minute executive session to discuss a per-
sonnel matter regarding' a faculty member in 
the Counseling Center who was denied tenure. 
Board 
•FromPage 1 
Chicago State universities. 
In other matters, the 
board will also vote to 
approve the teachers' 8.5 per-
cent salary increase, BOG 
spokeswoman Michelle Bra-
zell said. The agreement is 
retroactive as of September 
with an average 3.3 percent 
increase and a mid-year 
increase of 5.2 percent, total-
ing an 8.5 percent increase, 
she said. 
"I can't see how they 
wouldn't approve it," Brazell 
said. "The faculty had no 
problem with it. We expect 
them to approve it." 
Eastem's faculty approved 
the increase with a 580-23 
vote, she said. 
"This is the last step 
before it becomes final, legal 
and binding," Brazell said. 
At Thursday's meeting, the 
BOG will name a replace-
ment for BOG member 
Williain Hoffee, who died of a 
heart attack Sept. 25, leaving 
a vacancy for the two board 
offices Hoffee represented, 
Nilsen said. 
Restaurant, Sports Bar 
&. Banquet fadllty 
Way Back Wednesday, What A Dealt 
Featuring Big Ben 
SPECIAL ATIRACTION · ·· 
Stix and BACCHUS 
presents 
Michael Spiro 
(Comedian/Performer) 
This is Alcohol Awareness Week 
Please Be A Responsible Drinker 
HOT BUFFET w/salad bar $525 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
Wednesday Lunch: BBQ Riblet Sandwich $4-S 
Wednesday Dinner: 6 oz. Ribeye Fries, Side Salad $SS 
Sunday Brunch: 10-2 All You Can Eat 
Call to rent our new banquet facility for your special event 
Never a Cover 
CELEBRATE! 
Give your friend an unforgetable gift! 
, Put his/her picture in a 
BIRTHDAY AD! 
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YOU can be a ·part of 
"WARBLER '94 
Warbler Group Photos 
Oct. 27-29 
Warbler Individual Portraits 
Oct. 27 - Nov. 5 
Pictures to be taken in the Sullivan Room - 3rd Floor, University Union 
For More Information or to Schedule an Appointment, 
Call Mike Hester at 581-2812 or 581-6550 
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grants concert cQmmittee funds 
the primary goal of the committee is 
to provide weekend programming for 
students in the form of four to five 
concerts each semester. 
'Quakin' in the Quad' for the spring additional allocations. The request 
semester. would fund speaker Gloria Steinem. 
Other additional allocation The Student Government request 
Mini-concerts took one step closer 
to becoming a funded University 
oard committee last night when the 
Apportionment Board unanimously 
~pproved it's $12,490 request in 
additional allocations. 
The $12,490 request submitted by 
UB is to pay for concerts during the 
spring semester of the 1993-94 
school year. 
requests approved include $205 to of $700 for the purchase of recycling 
fund the hard drive installment for a bins was a_lso tabled at Tuesday's 
·Macintosh computer for UB Graphics meeting. Last week, Student Senate 
and $450 to upgrade the hard drive approved a resolution to purchase. 
of the computer for the AB. · recycling bins for the campus. . 
Account Technician Julie Morr- - The AB defeated a $500 request in 
The request for additional funds to 
set up the mini-concerts committee 
· 1 be sent to the Student Senate for 
discussion and approval. If approved, 
The AB increased the UB Special 
Events committee request of $5,000 
to $5,500. The $500 extra was sug-
gested to the AB by Student Senate 
speaker Matt Giordano in an effort 
to promote an event similar to 
issey ·said if the AB were to. update additional ~llocations proposed by 
all of the software it would cost well . UB movies committee and a $60 
over $1,400. request by Strident .Government to ·. 
The AB tabled the UB lectures · · fund the installation of voicemail for 
UB .Chairman Kevin Lipke said committee request of $14,500 in senate members. · 
Disabled learning independence 
Cafe Alexander may be one 
of Charleston's best-kept 
secrets. 
What makes it so different 
from any other local restau-
rant can't be found on the 
· menu, in the kitchen or in the 
quiet Victorian atmosphere. 
DEE ANN VILLECCO /Staff photographer . 
Instead it lies in the new 
restaurant's employees. 
Developmentally disabled 
clients of the Covenant 
Developmental Training 
Center are the backbone of 
the staff, and their jobs in the 
restaurant are teaching them 
valuable skills for living inde-
pendently. 
Cafe Alexander. 521 Seventh St.. teaches its employees valuable skills for living inde-
pendently. 
Cafe Alexander is located 
inside the Covenant Devel-
opmental Training Center at 
521 Seventh St, near the 
Jackson Street entrance. 
Inside the building, one will 
find a mock post office and 
bank designed to teach the 
clients tasks such as 
addressing letters and man-
aging money. 
Although each of the cen-
ter's clients participates in 
developmental and vocational 
training six hours a day, their 
duties differ according to indi-
vidual capabilities. Before 
clients are assigned a particu- · 
lar job, a group of people work 
with them to evaluate their 
strengths and weaknesses. 
After the assessment, goals 
are set for the individual and 
the center works to help the . 
client reach them. 
Cafe Alexander. Working in a 
restaurant requires extensive 
interaction with the public, 
and some clients are not 
ready for that just yet," said 
David Kirsch, business man-
ager and vocational coordina-
tor for the center. 
Instead, these individuals 
may work in other programs. 
Covenant also runs Team 
Printing, which specializes in 
screen printing T-shirts, 
sweatshirts, caps and other 
items. Disabled clients do 
tasks such as folding the 
shirts and examining them 
for quality. 
In addition, the center 
operates a laundry service for 
one of the developmentally 
disabled residential facilities. 
Before Cafe Alexander 
workers begin their jobs, they 
are trained in classroom situ-
ations. "Not every client works at 
Arlstide's return to power stymied 
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti (AP) - Gun- . 
toting men barged past waiting motorists 
t.o commandeer dwindling gasoline sup-
plies Tuesday, as a global oil embargo 
aimed at restoring democracy squeezed 
Haiti harder. 
Parliament was again unable to muster 
a quorum to pass laws that could end the 
crisis. Lt. Gen. Raoul Cedras, head of the 
military that toppled President Jean-
Bertrand Aristide in 1991, wants the par-
liament to grant an amnesty to those 
involved in murders since the coup. 
But many legislators are in hiding at 
home or abroad, afraid that anti-Aristide 
thugs will kill them if they appear in pub-
lic. 
S s 
Political violence blamed on the ruling 
military, as well as the military's intransi-
gence, has hampered efforts to bring 
Aristide home under a U.N.-brokered 
accord signed in July. 
Under the agreement signed by Cedras 
and Aristide, the military chief was to 
have resigned last week, while Aristide, 
the country's first freely elected leader, is 
to return Saturday. 
But the United Nations imposed the oil 
and arms embargo Oct. 18, after Cedras 
showed growing unwillingness to step 
down and military-backed workers turned 
back a U.S. ship carrying U.N. workers 
who were to help implement the agree-
ment. 
A U.S. Embassy spokesman, Stanley 
Schrager, on Tuesday characterized the 
political efforts to return Aristide as 
"stymied." Despite the political paralysis, 
the oil embargo has sunk its teeth into the 
Western Hemisphere's most impoverished 
country. 
Because of insufficient fuel, deliveries of 
drinkable water to the capital's huge Cite 
Soleil slum were cut by two-thirds on 
Tuesday. . 
On Tuesday, armed thugs at one station 
commandeered buckets of gasoline then 
sold it nearby for $6 a gallon - about four 
times the pump price. The only people 
seen leaving the station with gasoline 
were carrying guns. 
·Canada's 
new leader 
faces tough 
challenges 
TORONTO (AP) - The 
Liberals vanquished their 
rivals with a landslide election 
victory, but the strength of 
their win won't make Canada's 
struggle for renewal any easi-
er. 
The first stage of Liberal 
leader Jean Chretien's plan -
tossing the rascals out - ha$ 
been accomplished. The 
Conservatives are gone, 
reduced to just two seats in 
the 295-seat HJ:mse of 
Commons. : 
Now Chretien takes on 
tougher tasks: attacking 11.2 
percent unemploynient, get-
ting a runaway budget under 
control, dealing with a spiral-
ing debt that is eatfog away 
revenues, finding an alterna-
tive to a hated national sales 
tax, and coming to terms with 
Quebec. 
Chretien, 59, a Quebec 
la'Yyer with more than 30 
years experience in the federal · 
government, has the mandate. 
Some Canadians wonder if he 
has the skill. 
Uo:r:rection 
The winners in the w~ 
float category in Eastern's 
Homecoming parade are as 
follows: Andrews Hall, first; 
Carman Hall, second; and 
Taylor Hall, third. 
The third place winners in 
the movable parts category 
were Alpha Phi and Lambda 
Chi Alpha. 
These facts were incorrectly 
reported in Tuesday's edition 
of The Daily Eastern News. 
Erroneous information was 
supplied to the newspaper. 
TONIGHT! $1.50 
Quarts 
Two Shows- 8 pm & 10 pm 
Thursday, Oct. 28th 
Location-Grand 
Ballroom University 
Union 
Beginning Teen 
and Adult 
Class starts 
Oct. 28 
Jacqueline Bennett 
Dance Center 
345-7182 
Comedian 
CARROT TOP 
Union Ticket Office 
11 am - 3 pm 
$3.00 Students w/I D 
$5.00 General Public 
Lawmakers abuse office with tuition awards 
Besides the offices, travel one's guess. And if privacy laws 
• \Y:O •.• . vouchers, state cars and derical 
1 g~~f~§. 
IDaily Ea8tern lew8 
" What started 
out as a philan-
thropy ... may 
have eroded into 
another example 
of skewed politi-
rol patronage." 
apply here, why are the recipi-
ents of state awards and grants 
usually announced within their 
districts through breathless 
press releases? 
.:::.;; Under the General Assembly 
. ·•·•·<,,\;::;;;;;t Scholarship program, every 
It could be viewed with more 
than a bit of irony that as the 
Board of Governors considers 
raising tuition next year, Illinois 
legislators hand out thousands 
of tuition-waivers to relatives of 
their political pals. 
·············.·.·.·.if}ff 
Dropping suit 
would help out 
sale· of inn 
. From time to time, people are some-
times called upon to make sacrifices for the 
good of the community as a whole. Now it 
is the Charleston City Council's turn. 
The council's decision to pursue a law-
suit which seeks $30,000 tn delinquent 
tourism taxes from the previous owners- of 
~dito . l the Charleston Motor 
.E11 :r1.a Inn will do nothing 
-------- but hinder the sale of 
the property, which was put back on the 
selling block last month. 
In a closed session before last week's 
council meeting, Mayor Dan Cougill and 
the city commissioners agreed to keep the 
lawsuit on file, pending a final vote on the 
·matter. 
When the council finally votes on the 
issue, which could occur at the cotinci,l's 
meeting next week, it should vote · against 
pursing the la~suit any furth~r and try and 
figure out an alternative way c;>f getting the 
money owed to the city from the inn's pre-
vious owners. "'· 
state lawmaker can award a 
four-year scholarship each year 
to the University of Illinois and a Clads. 
four-year tuition waiver to any 
other state university. Started in .s.un_dh-•e•im ___________ _ 
1905, the program has long Critics of the program have 
said the awards drive up costs for other students. The 
year-to-year numbers alone are far too small to have an 
unsettling impact. Even in tight budgets, they are a drop 
in the bucket for Illinois higher education. 
been a valuable part of the Statehouse public-relations 
routine. 
Each spring, grinning legislators speak briefly at party 
dinners and pump hands, telling supporters how hon-
ored they are to be able to award deserving youngsters 
a chance at affordable schooling. 
But what started out as philanthropy shortly after the 
turn of the century may have eroded into another exam-
ple of skewed political patronage. And even if that pre-
. sumption is wrong, members of the General Assembly 
aren't saying so. 
The St. Louis Post-Dispatch reported this week that 
only 14 of the state's 177 lawmakers would release a list 
of constituents they sent to college for free under the 
tuition-waiver program. In dedining to release any 
names, 105 legislators cited privacy laws. The remaining 
58 didn't respond at all. 
. For four of those who chose to fill out a survey from · 
the newspaper, the list of recipients was hardly flatter-
ing: 
• Sen. Penny Severns, D-Decatur, gave a tuition waiv-
er to the daughter of her former campaign treasurer. 
• Sen. Denny Jacobs, D-Moline, issued waivers to a 
county derk's daughter and a former alderman's niece. 
• Sen. Vince Demuzio, D-Carlinville, awarded a tuition 
waiver to a county board member's granddaughter. 
• Rep. Jan Schakowsky, D-Evanston, gave one to a 
campaign supporter's daughter. 
Those are just a few of the 39,912 students sent to 
state universities since 1975 at a cost to taxpayers of 
$41.8 million. How many others there might be is any-
50,All OF 
Yoo 501& 
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But as the state moves slowly to establish tougher 
standards for legal contracts, building projects and other 
multi-million dollar deals, lawmakers shouldn't put the 
tuition-waiver program in a separate category. Blue-rib-
bon panels won't eliminate all the accusations, but they 
would help ensure, or at least promote, merit-based 
selections. 
Some encouraging action is being taken to end abus-
es of the waiver awards. Sen. Harry "Babe" Woodyard, 
R-Chrisman, has proposed abolishing the program for 
two years but can't muster enough votes to move it out 
of a Senate committee. 
More recently, Gov. Jim Edgar said he'd sign a bill to 
dissolve the program if the General Assembly sent him a 
bill to do so. Because there's so little support to end the 
program, Edgar suggested that legislators form a com-
mittee to award the scholarships, the same process he 
used in the late 1970s when he was a representative. 
Did the recipients of Jacobs' scholarships and waivers 
get the money because Jacobs knew members of their 
immediate families? "For me to say 'absolutely no,' that 
wouldn't be true," Jacobs said in an Associated Press 
report Monday. "Everything's taken into consideration." 
Right. 
- Chris Sundheim is news editor and a regular colum-
nist for The Daily Eastern News. 
,, 
,. , ~ l ,. .. ).,.. \ , t \ >' I • . , 
.. In its lawsuit against ARJAY Hospitalities: .. ·. 
~~tie parent company of' the ~rin. ~he· city fs', • 
seeking $26,031 plus penalties for unpaid 
motel/hotel tourism taxes. Penalties of 1.5 
. percent per month for late payment have 
been accruing since· Nov. ·30, 1991. 
· Another portion of .the city's lawsuit 
seeks collection ·of delinquent water and 
sewer bills totaling $1,833. 
There is cur-rently a lien on the property. 
With the lien, the. city could collect the tax 
.money from anyol)e· .purchasing the prop-
. ercy. It would · also require buyers of the 
·:propert}' to pay off 'the previous owner's 
.. debts to the city before. water s~rvices 
would be restored._ . . 
. With a shortage of hotels ·and motels in 
the area for visitors to the . university to 
stay at, the city should try to make the 
purchase of the inn as attractive -as possi-
ble to potential buyers. Having a lawsuit 
hanging · over the property like a dark 
cloud doesn't make it the most ·appealing 
of purchases. 
''couGiflTHE HUT'" 
Reader's actions 
speak louder than 
writer's words 
Dear editor: 
I'm writing In response to john 
. Webb's letter (If you want It done 
you should take the Initiative, Sept . 
30). This ls In response' to Webb's • 
reply to the concern of minority stu-
dents about black coverage in the 
Warbler yearbook. 
My mother always told me to · 
stand up for what you believe In. 
True enough, more people should be 
on the yearbook staff and you can't 
sit back aild wait for people to think 
about you. So that is why so many 
students had a response to the rep-
resentation that was In the yearbook. 
You have a valid point in saying, 
"stand up and do something." Did 
you ever stop to think that someone 
did stand up and do something by 
writing the artldes and getting other 
people's opinions? • 
just for your Information. I person-
ally tell the staff photographers when 
the minorities are doing things they 
. 
.· ...... ~ . . .. ~- .~ .~ . . ·. . . 
Tour turn 
might be Interested in taking pictures 
of. I call the News when there is a 
program going on. I also wrote a let-
ter to the editor, but It was toe> long . 
to be printed. I've been Interviewed 
for several yearbook stories on the 
. Greek Soul Train and ~Greek 
Council week to name a few. 
I went to talk to the photo editor 
about why there are no pictures Of 
blacks In the newspaper and he 
Informed me that It's not an Issue of 
black and white, It's a lack of quality 
pictures. He Invited me to be a pho-
tographer for the newspaper and I'll 
start next week. So I've stood up 
and done something. 
What have you done except judge 
others and make the blacks on this 
campus look dMded Instead of 
working together as we should be? 
Why haven't you done anything? 
Don't you care or are you just anoth-
er number who won't make a differ-
ence? 
I suggest you practice what you 
preach. There are plenty of places 
where you can put your money 
where your mouth is. Actions speak 
louder than words. 
Kekey Bufard 
The Eastern News 
should show both 
sides of the story 
Dear editor: 
. I guess I shouldn't be surprised at 
the llberal bias of the media by now. 
Last Tuesday evening, I attended 
an lnfOrmational meeting concerning 
Planned Parenthocxt. The facts were 
from the state of Illinois government 
And yet The Daily Eastern News' city 
editor, Robert Sanchez, made it 
sound llke It was the speaker's own 
opinion in the next day's newspaper. 
Interesting too, even though 90 
percent of the crowd was against 
Planned Parenthood, Sanchez's only 
two quotes were from the minority 
who favored Planned Parenthood. 
Your newspaper states on the 
front, "Tell the truth and don't be 
afraid." I wish that you would tell the 
truth. What are you afraid of? 
TomRoy.t 
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roup supports 
oeal recycling 
Carrot· 
Top 
returns DAVE HOSICK d ADAM McHUGH 
taff writers 
Eastern's chapter of the 
xpanding Awareness and 
esponsibility Towards 
umanity, which works to 
prove environmental and 
umanitarian issues, will 
ocus its efforts toward 
proving recycling on cam-
us and in the community 
r the rest of the semester. 
Julie Hanna and Steve 
enders, co-presidents of 
ARTH, said the organiza-
· on will be working with 
mmunity officials at rais-
g environmental aware-
ess. 
"The EARTH program 
ill be involved on several 
nvironmental issues to 
mprove the community," 
anna said. "Programs like 
he Adopt-a-Highway and 
eed collecting for the 
ational Tree Society will be 
ur main focus." 
The Adopt-a-Highway pro-
gram is devised to make 
certain environmental 
groups responsible for the 
cleaning of areas of a high-
way. These groups will be 
responsible for cleaning 
their area once a month for 
a period of two years. 
"Our group has been cho-
sen to clean the area stretch-
ing from Edgar Avenue to 
the Sister City Park," Hanna 
said. "We will have to clean 
and recycle (trash on) this 
area beginning January l." 
Members of the student 
organization will work with 
a committee comprised of 
students and administrators 
to reduce Eastern's waste by 
45 percent by 2000. 
The recycling program, 
which will take effect in 
1995, will require the uni-
versity to meet the neces-
sary requirements set by the 
state, or have funding for 
the school's environmentally 
conscious programs cut off. 
By SUSAN KIEL 
Activities editor 
Comedian Carrot Top 
will return to Eastern's 
campus for performances 
at 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. 
Thursday in the Grand 
Ballroom in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
Tickets can be pur-
chased at the University 
Union ticket office or at 
the door prior to his per-
formances on Thursday. 
Ticket prices· are $3 for 
senior citizens and stu-
dents with valid IDs, and 
$5 for the general public. 
"We're basically sold 
out for the 8 o'clock show 
and we're fast approach-
ing that for the 10 o'clock 
show," said Kevin Lipke, 
University Board chair-
man. 
:wareness co1nedian 
·11 perfor1n tonight 
This will be Carrot 
Top's second performance 
at Eastern. Last fall 
Carrot Top performed at 
Eastern for the first 
time, which Lipke called 
"a complete success." ELISSA BROADHURST 
National Collegiate Alcohol 
wareness week continues 
day with what should be 
e biggest day of the week," 
ccording to Terry 
mbarello, a coordinator of 
e week's events. 
Comedian Michael Spiro is 
cheduled to perform at 7 
. m. on the tennis courts out-
" de of Carman Hall. He will 
e doing a follow-up show 
tween 10 and 10:30 p.m. at 
:Stix, 1412 Fourth St. 
"It's rare that an entertain-
r for NCAAW is performing 
· an alcohol-related estab-
. hment," Tumbarello said. 
Other activities scheduled 
or today are "Hollywood 
Squares, Eastern Style," mod-
eled after the television game 
show of the same name, at 5 
p.m. in the South Quad and 
"D.U.I., Can You Beat It?" at 
Tonight: 
Free Pool 5-8 p.m. 
*With Drink Puchase 
$1.00 pints 
Leinie and LOwenbrau 
Coming Next Week ... 
Lunch at Friends 
Tonite at 
7 p.m. in the Stevenson Hall 
lobby. 
"DUI, Can You Beat It?" 
aims to demonstrate the dan-
gers of drinking and driving 
by giving sobriety tests to 
students who have been 
drinking. An hour before the 
'program, three· to five stu-
dents will begin drinking up 
to five servings of beer or 
wine . 
Campus police officer Mike 
Ealy will then conduct a pro-
gram in which the students 
are put through field sobriety 
tests, showing the audience 
"how easily they flunk," 
Tumbarello said. 
He expects between 100 
and 200 participants for each 
night of the "D.U.I., Can You 
Beat It?" presentation. 
A haunted house will con-
tinue tonight with a shuttle 
bus running from Thomas 
Hall to Spring Haven from 7 
to 11. 
"He did so well last 
year, and with all the 
popularity that he's been 
getting from MTV we 
thought it was great that 
we could get him again 
for the same price, and 
w~ can draw huge 
crowds," Lipke said. 
Carrot Top, named 
after his tradeark bright 
reddish-orange hair, will 
entertain the audience 
with the aid of his six 
travel trunks overflowing 
with everyday objects 
which he transforms into 
unusual inventions. 
Some of his humorous 
inventions include a 
clothes hanger for short 
people, the best home 
security system for under 
$10 and the best place to 
hide your keys. 
PET;S &~SUPPL~.IES 
Reptiles • Birds • Small Animals 
Salt & Fresh Water Fish 
1500 Madison Ave. • Charleston 
4th 
St. 
Madison Street 
1~:h lrn:mrnmrnrnl 
Petropics 
Lincoln Avenue 
Hours: M-F 10:30-8:00 
18th 
St. 
Sat. 10:30-6:00, Sun. 12:00-5:00 
~arty's 
Play Nuts and Bolts 
(match wins Lite T-shirts & other prizes!) 
$1 16 oz Drafts 
Today's Lunch Special: Quarter Pounder w/cheese lettuce & tomato 
-116l9!~-
DEPRESSED? 
GRADES ARE LOW HOMEWORK'S LATE. 
YOUR BIKE GETS STOLEN YOU LOSE YOUR DATE. 
ACNE'S BAD? 
YOUR ROOM IS TRASHED SOMEONE JUST 
TOLD YOU YA AIN'T GOT NO CLASS. 
MONEY'S SHORT 
YOU CAN'T ADMIT IT YOUR POP WILL THINK 
YOU'RE A SPEND THRln IDGIT. WE'LL PUT THAT 
SMILE ON YOUR FACEI WE'LL HELP YOU BACK IN 
THAT RACEI 'CAUSE ONE GOURMET SUB OR A 
YUMMY GOOD CLUB CAN EVEN PUT A 
CHANGE ON YOUR SOUR MUGI 
JINl.~V J<> .. "N"'S <13> 
G<>IIRNl.E..T SI.IDS 
"WE."LL BRING 'ENI TC> YA"" 
345-1075 
YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT llMMY JOHN'S 
©COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN'S 1NC. 
Congratulations 
to the women 
of Phi Sigma 
Sigma on 
receiving this 
~.P.A. for the Spring Semester 
3.5 and Above 
Lucy Gomes 
Tina Mueller 
3.0 and Above 
Tracy Foley Beth Ford 
Becky Johnson Kathy Miller 
Nicole Repa Cassie Simpson 
Jenny Whelpley Robin Witikka 
Kristina Woods Tiffany Henson 
Michelle Wheeler 
CLIP AND SAVE. 
EVERYDAY CARRY-OUT I 
AND DELIVERY SPECIALS! I 1 ~ 
114" Thin Crust Pizza : ~MONICAL'S I 
with Any ~. ~ 
I OneTopping :1 L-DPASTA~I 
of Your Choice s · 
I $ses i $2njg . I 
I II I $7.95 with a Pizza Isn't All 
16" Thin Crust Pizza I We're Good At. I I BREADSTICKS 5 Soft Dough EXTRACHEESEAddExtraCheese 
Breadsticks with Tangy Tomato toyourpizzaandgetan Extra Gen- 1 I Sauce ............................... just 99e erous portion of our choice With choice of Mild Cheddar or Mozzarella .... : .............. just 99e 
Spicy Nacho Cheese Sauce I Add 60 'Offers expire Oct. 31, 1993. I ~~·~~;~~·~·~~~~KCh~ DELIVERY HOURS: 
Monday- Friday, 4 p.m.-Midnight 1 from a selection of Coca-Cola Saturday & Sunday, Noon- Midnight I 
I ~ii:~~1:r· ll=a~ I 
I Pre~nt =p<m when poyl,.. :;...-~ _J .._ ________ _ 
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When your 
money's 
running out, 
and the rent 
is coming due ... 
Sell your stuff 
in The News' 
Classifieds! 
THEY WILL 
WORK FOR 
YOU!! 
ALTERNATIVE NIGHT 
50¢ 
Drafts 
$4.00 Vodka 
Lemonade 
Pitchers 
No Cover 
Wrestle EANESKRA/Assoc. photo editor ~ :J{as 'Ifie :Jiots ![or ~OU f f ~l,lf R1CA .'i8£S1 DRfSSfD SAJllDWICH 
Neighborhood children near 12th and Vine streets wrestle away one of the final days of 
fall TI.lesday afternoon. Participant Jonathan Donely said, "I like to beat up my sister." 
Health plan falls 
short of estimate 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Clinton's health 
reform proposal will fall $30 
billion short of the budget 
savings predicted earlier, an 
administration official said 
Tuesday as the White House 
readied the plan for delivery 
to Congress. 
The president and Hillary 
Rodham Clinton were due to 
bring the 1,600-page bill to 
Congress in person 
Wednesday in a ceremony in 
Statuary Hall, five weeks 
after Clinton's initial pitch. 
Clinton has argued that 
without a sharp slowdown in 
health inflation, the federal 
deficit would spiral back up 
later in this decade. But his 
economic advisers had vowed 
to sacrifice forth.er deficit 
reduction before raising taxes 
any more for health reform. 
In the original draft, 
Clinton's health plan would 
have lowered the deficit by 
$91 billion between now and 
the year 2000. 
Dr. Philip R. Lee, the assis-
tant secretary for health, told 
a medical educators' meeting 
the deficit reduction figure 
now is "around $60 billion." 
Other administration 
officials said the revised plan 
will offer discounted coverage 
to some small businesses 
with as many as 75 workers. 
The cutoff had been 50 work-
ers in the original plan. 
And a government · 
takeover of employers' costs 
of providing health benefits 
for early retirees ages 55 to 
64 will be phased in slowly 
between 1998 and 2001, said 
- the officials, who spoke on 
condition of anonymity. 
In another change, the 
White House has backed 
down from an ambitious goal 
to reserve half of all residen-
cies for doctors training in 
primary care, not specialists, 
within five years. 
Conservatives clai111 
Bartlett's is biased 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Thatcher, Phyllis Schlafly, 
Ronald Reagan was "the William F. Buckley Jr. and 
Great Communicator," even Chiang Kai-shek, among oth-
his enemies concede, but he ers. 
managed to get into Some of Meyerson's choic-
Bartlett's "Familiar es lack pithiness, running 80 
Quotations" with only three words or more. Others aren't 
quotes, and a conservative especially memorable, like a 
editor smells a rat. . quote from Reagan's first 
Adam Meyerson, who edits inaugural address: "This 
the Heritage Foundation's administration's objective 
magazine, says the 40th will be a healthy, vigorous, 
president and others on the growing economy." 
right were deliberately But Meyerson contended 
underquoted in the revised that Justin Kaplan, general 
edition of Bartlett's. editor of the 16th edition of 
The motive, he says, was Bartlett's, not only gave 
"to show that conservatives short shrift to Reagan but 
are on the fringes, that they deliberately chose his 
haven't made an important Reagan quotes to make the 
contribution to American former president "look ridicu-
intellectual and cultural life." lous." Not guilty, says 
To bolster his point, Kaplan, 68, the Pulitzer 
Meyerson has printed in his prize-winning biographer of 
magazine 15 pages of "con- Mark Twain and a self-
servative quotations" from described liberal. 
the pst 50 years that he says "I may have my attitudes 
should have been in and so on, but I did not sit 
Bartlett's. They come from down as a matter of policy to 
Robert Bork, Rush try to stick it to the conserva-
Limbaugh, Milton Friedman, tives," he said in an inter-
Pope John. Pa~l II, Marg!lret .. view . .... • .... · .•.·... . ........ . 
. .,,. .. _ . ..._ __ ·---···---· ... - - . . . 
Veterans 
robbed 
of funds 
By MIKE FITZGERALD 
Staff writer 
The local chapter of the 
Veterans of Foreign Wars, 
1220 S. 19th St., was bur-
glarized of $300 at about 
12:50 a.m. Sunday, police 
reports said. 
Robert F. Smyser, 44, 
assistant manager df fue 
. ~ reported the bteak-
in after he discovered 
cans on the floor of the 
club's liquor storage 
room. 
Smyser told police he 
found the office desk 
drawers and cabinets 
open with papers and 
money bags scattered 
throughout the room. A 
cigarette machine had 
also been pried open and 
an unknown amount of 
money removed from it. 
Smyser reported 
change from a popcorn 
machine was gone along 
with a large soft drink 
bottle containing $300 in 
national VFW fund 
money. Police said the 
east main door was also 
pried open and received 
minor damage. 
Among other items in 
Charleston police reports 
Tuesday: 
• Eastern student 
Michael J. Lester, 20. 
1510 10th St., was arrest-
ed Saturday and charged 
with battery and minor 
consumption of alcohol 
after a 12:45 a.m. inci-
dent at Mother's, 506 
Monroe Ave. 
• John Belanger, 21, of 
Oak Forest was arrested 
Friday and charged with 
criminal damage to prop-
erty and disorderly con-
duct after a 11:52 p.m. 
incident at Huck's, 501 
Madison Ave. 
• David W. Bartly, 32, 
reported his $98 stolen 
from his vehicle was bur-
glarized sometime be-
tween 3:p0 and 4:30 p.m. 
Friday of $98 worth of 
archery equipment. 
We have over 8 hot sandwiches to choose from. 
Not Valid with any other offer. One per customer 
430 W. Lincoln 345-7827 
Pagliai's Pizza 
Large Thin Single Item 
' JtW rL~l1" & .Qt. of Cok·e 
For the Low Price of 
•• l .. 
$7.95plus 
taxUnless Stated 
Not valid with any other offer 
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am 
2 am on Weekends 
345-340 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
PRESENTS ~ ~ HAVER'S HOLLER, WV e 
an original musical 
by 
MARJORIE A. DUEHMIG 
and 
HENRY BUTLER 
Tonight and Tomorrow at 8 p.m. 
also 
8 p.m. October 29,30 
2 p.m. October 31 
on the Malnstage 
Doudna Fine Arts Center 
$8ADUL1S 
$6 SENIORS AND YOUTH 
$4 EIU STUDENTS 
CALL 581-3110 FOR TICKET INFORMA-
TION AND RESERVATIONS 
The University Theater Ticket Office is open from 1 to S 
p.l'n. Mon. thru Fri. and one hour before each perfor-
mance. Patrons with special needs ~re requested to 
provide advance notification. 
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Spending cuts are sent 
to Congress for approval 
WASHINGTON (AP) -
President Clinton Tuesday 
sent Congress a package of 
new spending cuts he said 
would save $10 billion and 
unveiled a program for dras-
tically changing the way the 
government buys goods and 
services. 
Under the change, the 
Pentagon and other agencies 
would have to purchase off-
the-shelf rather than cus-
tom-made products wherever 
feasible. 
And, returning to the bat-
tle over spending cuts that 
dominated the political scene 
earlier this year, the presi-
dent submitted a raft of new 
cuts ranging from an end to 
federal subsidies for wool, 
mohair and honey to less 
money for certain small air-
ports. 
"If these cuts aren't 
passed, I'll come back with 
more cuts," Clinton said at a 
White House ceremony to 
unveil the first batch of leg-
islation designed to carry out 
the administration's pro-
gram to streamline govern-
ment. 
Clinton said some of the 
savings would be poured into 
his program to fight crime. 
Budget Director Leon 
Panetta said that the 
package included $9.1 billion 
in cuts for the current fiscal 
year, to be followed by anoth-
er set of about $1 billion in 
cuts later this wee~.~ ._ 
Even so, conseriative raw~ 
makers said they will seek 
even larger cuts - perhaps 
including a pay freeze for 
Administration unveils 
new package of spending cuts 
CHRIS SOPRYCH/Graphic design coordinator 
Congress. 
The president also signed 
an executive order under 
which the government will 
begin soliciting and accept-
ing bids for government con-
tracts by computer. 
"It will make our antiquat-
ed, paper-based procurement 
system accessible to anybody 
with a personal computer," 
Clinton said. "It will open up 
a world of possibilities to 
small businesses in America 
and drive down costs to tax-
payers." _ ; 
J ~he new computerized 
system ultimately will apply 
to all the roughly 20 million 
contracts the government 
awards each year. 
Centerpiece of the overall 
package is legislation - pri-
marily sponsored in the 
Senate by Sen. John Glenn, 
D-Ohio, and in the House by 
Rep. John Conyers, D-Mich. 
- to overhaul government 
procurement practices. 
The measure would 
require the Pentagon and 
other agencies to buy off-the-
shelf commercially available 
items if possible rather than 
having products custom 
made. 
--·' "No•ln.ore SJ>'eCiaUy con..1 ~ 
structed cigarette ash trays," 
Conyers said at the White 
House ceremony. 
End to Chicago schools' 
funding problem in sight 
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - State leaders might 
end today's gridlock in Chicago public schools 
by changing tomorrow's rules for running the 
school system, Gov. Jim Edgar said Tuesday. 
The Chicago Board of Education has agreed 
with the Chicago Teachers Union on a new con-
tract that would help fill the school system's 
$298 million budget deficit. 
Many Republican lawmakers dislike the con-
tract's provisions and want them changed. But 
Democrats say changing the deal could cause a 
teachers' strike. 
The Republican governor said one compro-
mise could be leaving the current two-year deal 
in place but changing rules for the future. 
"It seems appropriate to consider maybe 
changing some of those state laws so it doesn't 
interfere with the contract but still could be in 
effect down the road," Edgar said. 
A spokesman for House Speaker Michael 
Madigan dismissed the idea as interference in 
collective bargaining. 
"All of organized labor would oppose those 
provisions in the bill, so the bill wouldn't pass," 
said his spokesman, Steve Brown. "If it fails, 
the financing plan will not be in place. The 
schools will close." 
Edgar declined to say what changes might 
be considered. 
Edgar's statement was the only hint of 
progress after hours of meetings between him 
and legislative leaders. 
Senate President James ~Pate" Philip, R-
Wood Dale, and House Republican Leader Lee 
Daniels of Elmhurst left the meeting by a back 
exit to avoid reporters. 
The Democrats - Madigan and fellow 
Chicagoan Sen. Emil Jones - offered little 
more. 
"I think we further defined the relative posi-
tions of the various negotiators," Madigan said. 
Jones and Madigan back a two-year plan 
that would change some inefficient work rules 
in the Chicago school system, borrow up to 
$300 million and use $110 million in pension 
funds for school operations. 
Breadsticks 
'SELL SHORT 
SAVE LONG' 
It's the 1 for $1 deal! 
The Daily Eastern News 
will run your 
FOR SALE 
CLASSIFIED AD 
for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
TONIGHT 
THIRSTY'S 
ORIGINAL 
NICKEL 
NIGHT 
WEDNESDAY 
DRINK SPECIAL 
Lieni Drafts 
Lienenkugels Draft 
50t 
FOOD SPECJAL 
GRlll.ID PORK 1I.NDERLOIN BASKET 
INCLUDES OiJPS &.. PICKLE SPEAR 
$3.75 
Kitchen Hours 
Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-9p.m. 
fAiliiiilil Bar Hours I WSA I ~ 11 a.m.-la.m. -
Tonight Only, 7 pm 
Grand Ballroom, University Union 
$1 Students llll~!LSITY $3 General Public llll~~:£:m 
SUBURBAN EXPRESS 
Weekend Bus Service 
from EIU to Chicago Suburbs 
EIU to CMmplllgn and Chicago Suburbs 
S..,..:.un .t; I 120 120 120 
04\~Ut' (>PuATlllfl F-ID F-<Il F- ID 
.. Ell.I I CHARLDTOH 2:00,. 2:001'11 2:00N 
.. U Of I • AMc:l«r 3:05N 3:05 ... 3:05,. 
.. U Of I • AlwoAv al 3 :101'M 3:10Jllil 3:10N 
.. MATTllON HOLIDAY INN 5:15Pll 
' .. CHicAoo fhool llAu. 5:45 ... 
' 
.. OAICoROOI< MAU. 1:05Pll 
.. WOOOf'tm.D llAu. 1:35flll 
.. OU>°""""*'MAu 8:401'11 
.. -..-Coutrr 7:00Plf 
Chlcllgo Suburbe and Chmlpelgn to EIU 
!init:PIU: f 121 121 121 
DAUut"(lft1".'n:r.<tj - ID - (j) - (j) 
.. NooTHoRooc CouRT 5:15Plll 
m- OLo ORcHaRo MALL 5!35N 
.. WOOOMl.D M.w. 
' 
5:30 ... 
.. o.._...MAu 
' 
1:10NI 
.. CttocAao,._MAu 
' 
1:30N 
.. llATTllON ttouDAY INH 7:10 ... 
.. UOfll · AAMORY 1:10Pll 1:10 ... 9:10N 
.. U OP I • AMloRY al 9:15PM 9:15 ... 1:15N 
.. EIU I CKARLUTOM 10:15N 10:15 ... 10:15N 
Uckets & Information · 
=t=~ University Union Box Office 
(217) 581-5122 
i Tlllt ..,_ .. ~1tMC11 F....,...., ..,...dulftgh~l9'3-1_.~ ....... 0.,..and.,_ olop1191ior'1 .. diller-..>d~•--'_...,. 
v-*"". ,JI Thl bul•• lor.mtiolbuel•lllOlllEIU(l20) &0!ic9g0 ,,,_1121) ~tlllCMWW83 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report 
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
All classified adv!!rtising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER 2 
p.m~ will be published in 
the following day's newspa-
per. Ads cannot be canceled 
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-
line. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DIBEVTOR"W 
lillERTICJEM 
OFFERED 
TIU TEL 
TR..lINING/kliooIM 
HELP W .1NmD 
WHTED 
A..DoPTIO!W 
BmE11/BmER11 
BooMM.l.TEM 
li!llJBLEUORll 
FoRBE!WT 
FoRlill.llE 
LoilT dp Fo1J1WD 
.£MwOIJlWVEM1lllV.l'l!t 
"My Secretary"-Resumes, let-
ters, and papers. For appoint-
ment, call 345-6807 after 4 
p.m. 
________ 12110 
Money for college is available! 
Get your fair share! Let us help 
you! Call for FREE INFORMA-
TION. 1-800-995-9013, any-
time! 
MAKE UP TO $100 AN HOUR! 
EXCITING! UNBELIEVABLE! 
GUARANTEED! CALL (708) 
545-6944, DEPT. 17 
_________ 11/10 
ALASKA EMPLOYMEN~ 
Students Needed! Earn up to 
$2,500+/mo. in canneries or on 
fishing vessels. Many employ-
ers provided Room & Board & 
Transportation. No experience 
necessary. For more informa-
tion call: (206) 545-4155, ext. 
A5738. 
_________ 10/29 
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! 
Individuals and Student 
Organizations wanted to pro-
mote the Hottest Spring Break 
Destinations, call the nation's 
leader. Inter-Campus Programs 
1-800-327-6013. 
_________ 10/29 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING: 
EARN UP TO $2,000+/MONTH 
+ WORLD TRAVEL (HAWAII, 
MEXICO, THE CARIBBEAN, 
ETC.). SUMMER AND 
CAREER EMPLOYMENT 
AVAILABLE. NO EXPERIENCE 
NECESSAR~ FOR MORE 
INFORMATION CALL 1-206-
634-0468 EXT. C5738. 
_________ 11/12 
WE WANT YOU!! Consolidated 
Telemarketing of America is 
now hiring for the evening shift. 
We offer: Paid training, five dol-
lars an hour base pay, bonus 
opportunities, pleasanVprofes-
si onal atmosphere. CALL 
NOW!! 348-5250 
________ 10/27 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: __________________ _ 
Address: ------------~----
Phone: __________ Student O Yes O No 
Dates to run ________________ _ 
Ad to read: 
r , 
Under Classification of:--------------
Expiration code (office use only) __________ _ 
Person accepting ad ______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: . 0 Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number _____ _ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first 
day. 10 cents per word each corisecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
P.M. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads 
considered libelous or in bad taste. 
WTW0-2 WCIA·3 WAND-7 17 ESPN-24 
WANTED: FEMALE BAR-
TENDERS WHO WANT THE 
BEST PAY IN TOWN. APPLY 
TONIGHT AT PANTHERS, 8-
10 P.M. 
________ 10/27 
ACCEPTING applications in 
the following areas due to pro-
gram expansion: Habilitation 
aides, Housekeeping/Janitorial 
staff, Activities staff, Dietary 
staff, and supervisory positions 
at all levels. Competitive 
salaries. Benefits where appli-
cable. Apply in person at 738 
18th St., 738 18th St., Chas., IL 
EOE. 
WE ARE A YOUNG AND CAR-
1 NG COUPLE WHO WANT 
NOTHING MORE THAN TO 
BE PARENTS. WE CAN 
OFFER ·so MUCH TO A 
CHILD IF GIVEN THE 
CHANCE. A LOVING HOME, 
EAGER GRANDPARENTS, 
SECURITY AND A BRIGHT 
FUTURE. IF ADOPTION IS A 
THOUGHT FOR YOU, 
PLEASE CALL MIM AND 
RANDY. 1-800-451-4573. 
2 DOGS, 1 CAT, AND 3 
FEMALES ARE LOOKING 
FOR 1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOM-
MATES ASAP. 345-6817. 
________ 10/29 
Wanted: Roommate, non-
smoking female for Spring 
semester '94. 345-7158. 
Male or Female sublessor 
needed for Spring. Very close 
to campus. Call 345-6566. 
________ 10/29 
One sublessor needed for 
Spring of '94. $175.00 per 
month plus utilities, own room, 
located on 9th Street near cam-
pus. 348-5842. 
_________ 11/5 
Great 1 brm. apart. uptown. 
Available Spring Sem. Rent. 
neg. Call 345-3304 any time. 
Leave message. 
________ 10/29 
Sublessor wanted for Spring & 
Summer '94. One bedroom, 
close to campus. Call 345-6379 
anytime. 
________ 10/27 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR 
SPRING '94. ONE BEDROOM, 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL 
348-0370. 
_________ 10/29 
Sublessor needed for furnished 
one bedroom apt. spring 
semester 2 blocks from the 
square. Call 348-0385. 
Dorm-size refrigerators for rent. 
Carlyle Rentals, 820 Lincoln St. 
348-7746. 9-5. 
_________ 12110 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
FOR TWO TO FOUR PEOPLE. 
FURNISHED, HEAT PAID. 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE 
APARTMENTS. 345-6000. 
________ 12110 
Very, very small efficiency apt. 
across the street (East) from 
Buzzard Bldg. $125.00 includes 
water, gas, electricity, AC, and 
trash pickup. No smoking. No 
pet!?. Nov. 1 to May 31, 1994. 
Lease, Deposit. 345-2652. 
________ 10/27 
40 gal. 6 sided fish tank, table 
and fish included. After 3 p.m. 
932-4098. 
________ 10/28 
ACROSS 
1 Intolerant one 
•Resistor units 
10 Side effect of 
31 Spanish thing 
33 Drop off 
63 A jet-setter 
84 Like the star of 
Tex. 
uProfess 
puberty 
14 Grassy plain 
15 Unimagined 
us Ruse 
17 "Bird farm" of 
the Navy 
20 Jet-setters 
35 Cardinal's 
headgear 
37 Discomfit 
39 Bit for Bowser 
41 Defrost 
42 Bohemian 
dances 
44 Unit of work 
48Blemish 
66 Gets all worked 
up 
a1 Prods 
u "Pretty Woman" 
star 
69 One of the 
Hespe rides 
21 Carnival weirdo 47 Legal ender 
22 Charlemagne's 48 Anatomical duct 
father 
DOWN 
23 "--didn't say 
yes .. ." 
25 Use Howe's 
device 
27 V.P.'s domain 
28 Units used for IV 
volumes 
so Silent 
52 "---Tiki" 
53 Legendary 
polar inhabitant 
55Wheezing 
sound 
57 A "bird farm" 
1 Squeal 
2 Netman aka 
"Nasty" 
3 Moving event, 
perhaps 
4Timely 
s Rich cakes of 
German origin 
6 Composer of 
"Carmina 
Burana" 
7 In a pet 
8 Twin crystals 
9 Openhanded 
smiter 
10 Forestage 
11 Type of joint 
...o.+-+--+-..... -t 12 Carol 
13 Bronte surname 
18 Pulitzer poet 
Conrad--: 
1930 
~~~~~~.,,...-,.+":+.,..,.r.,.,+:::-r.":"t-:T.-:1 11 Bridled 
USA-26 
--+-+-...-+--t 23 Word on land or 
sea 
_..__,__...._..__ 24Vagabonds 
a Swains pitch it 
WGN-16 9C WILL-12 LIFE-38 
6:00 News News News SportsCenter Major Dad Designing Women MacNeil, Lehrer Unsolved 
6:30 Inside Edition Entmt. Tonight Cops Bowling Wings Jeffersons Mysteries 
7:00 Unsolved Hearts Afire Home Improve. Murder Movie: To Catch 21st Century Jet j..A. Law 
7:30 Mysteries Joe's Life She Wrote A Killer, Concl. 
8:00 Now South of Sunset Home Improve. Boxing Movie: Cop American Experience Movie: Other 
8:30 Grace Under Fire Women's Children 
9:00 Law&Order 48 Hours Crusaders News Women of Courage 
9:30 
10:00 News News News SpeedWeek Wings Night Court Being Served? 
10:30 Tonight M'A'S'H Married ... SportsCenter Wings Renegade Movie Unsolved Myst. 
1989 Chevy Cavalier. 2-24, 5-
speed loaded. Immaculate con-
dition. $6,995. GE Refrigerator. 
Good condition. Ice maker. 
$150. 345-1088. 
_________ 10/27 
For sale: 1 bedroom mobile 
home, $2000.00 OBO. 
Affordable and a good invest-
ment. Call 348-0405, M-F 
between 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
Weekends, 8 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
_________ 11/2 
LOST: NAVY BLUE 3 RING 
BINDER. IT CONTAINS ED. 
PSY. INFORMATION. IF 
FOUND, PLEASE CALL 
TAMARAH AT 345-7265 OR 
BRING TO BUZZARD 
BUILDING 127. THANK YOU 
IN ADVANCE. 
_________ 10/27 
Lost: Blue color computer 
diskette box. 4-5 disks. Call 
581-5647. 
________ 10/27 
LOST: KEYS SATURDAY 
AFTERNOON IN FRONT OF 
OLD MAIN. PLEASE TURN IN 
AT BB 127. 
_________ 10/29 
Lost: Orange folder outside 
room 309 in Old Main. If found, 
please call 348-7860. 
________ 10/29 
FOUND IN COLEMAN, A 
BROWN & BLUE 
REVERSIBLE JACKET. 
PLEASE COME TO RM. 127 
IN BUZZARD TO CLAIM. 
________ 10/29 
Aimee Berman I can't wait to 
finally meet you. Love, your Sig 
Ep Dad, Brandon 
_________ 10/27 
Costumes: Adult rentals, child 
sales. Broadway Bazaare, 235-
4844. 
________ 10/29 
63 
67 
Ron and Brian of DELTA CHI: 
We can't wait for you to show 
us some of your moves! Love, 
the Phi Sig football team. 
_________ 10/27 
THE MEN OF DELTA TAU 
DELTA WOULD LIKE TO 
THANK THE LADIES OF 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA FOR 
MAKING THIS HOMECOMING 
ANOTHER SUCCESS. 
_________ 10/27 
SCHOLARSHIP MONEY 
AVAILABLE! $6.6 BILLION 
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR! 
Recorded message gives 
details. 345-2629, ext. 112. 
________ 12110 
Jolynn: Congratulations on 
getting married. You made a 
beautiful bride, I am so happy 
for you. Phi Sig Love, Tracy 
________ 10/27 
SWEET TREAT BALLOON 
BO-K'S FOR HALLOWEEN. 
UP UP & AWAY, 1503 7TH, 
345-9462. 
__ ca10/18,20,22,25,27,29 
Student Senate Candidate peti-
tions now available in 201 
Union. Due back Oct. 29 at 
4:00 p.m. PICK ONE UP 
TODAY! 
________ 10/28 
SPIDER, PUMPKIN, MON-
STER AIR WALKERS FOR 
HALLOWEEN, $8.99. UP UP & 
AWAY, 1503 7TH ST., 345-
9462. 
__ ca10/18,20,22,25,27,29 
FRATS! SORORITIES! 
STUDENT GROUPS! 
Raise as Much as You 
Want in One Week! 
$100 ••• $600 ••• $1500! 
Market applications for VISA 
MASTERCARD, MCI, 
AMOCO, etc. Call for your 
FREE T-SHIRT and to qualify 
for FREE TRIP to MTV 
SPRING BREAK '94 
Call l-800-950-1039, ext. 75. 
28 Drumstick 45 Like some 57 River of Zaire 
58 Plod 29 Chocolate tree 
30 Forbidding 
32Beg 
34 Julius Erving's 
nickname 
36--Moines 
38 Caribbean 
capital· 
40Thumbof 
folklore 
43Dike 
component 
Fox-8 55 
Roseanne 
Cheers 
Beverly Hills 9021 O 
Melrose Place 
Star Trek: The 
Next Generation 
Chevy Chase 
offerings 
49 Stow in a hold 
51--wethen 
53 Economy and 
medium 
· 54 More likely 
56 Philippine island 
59See 1 Down 
60 Honor, to 
Heinrich 
61 Hood 
62Goidelic 
language 
DISC-33 WEIU·9 51 TBS-18 
Mac & Mutley Reading Rainbow Andy Griffith 
Pet Connection Gerber! Bev. Hillbillies 
Living Planet Little House Heart of Healing 
Wings Bonanza 
Beyond 2000 News Movie: The 
America Miracle Worker 
Living Planet Roy Rogers 
Movie 
STUME RENTAL! HUGE 
ULT SELECTION! REA-
NABLE RATES. 12 NOON-
P. M. THIS WEEK. 310 
ADISON, CHARLESTON. 
-2617. 
:-:--=,,.----ca 10/4-7, 11-29 
i Sig new members: Have 
this week! 
~:---'."....,.-.,......,---10/27 
ND A WITCH, SPOOK, OR 
RACULA BALLOON BO-K 
PECIAL, $10.00. UP UP & 
AV, 1503 ?TH, 345-9462. 
10/18,20,22,25,27,29 
tudent Senate Elections, 
ovember 10, 1993: 
member to VOTE! 
11/10 ~A-:-:1 L-:B:-:0:-::X-:-:E::-:S~A-:-cN::::Dc-=PA-:-:R CE L 
EPOT NOW OPEN IN 
OKENS FOR UPS SHIP-
NG-OVERNIGHT AIR-SEND 
R RECEIVE A FAX-CHECK 
ASHING-KEYS MADE-
ONEY ORDERS. ALL 
INDS OF PACKING SUP-
LIES AND BOXES OF ALL 
IZES, WE CAN EVEN PACK 
OUR STUFF FOR SHIP-
ENT. WATCH FOR OUR 
RAND OPENING; LOCATED 
TOKENS, UNIVERSITY 
ILLAGE. 
10/29 ~O~N~'T=-~F~O=-=-R~G=E=T-JUST 
PENCE'S, 1148 6TH ST. 
OR GREAT SO'S AND ?O'S 
LOTHES FOR HAL-
OWEEN!!! OPEN MONDAY 
HAU SATURDAY 2-? 345-
469. 
10/29 '~IS~A:----B~A~R=-=-R~IE,,.,...NTES: 
ongratulations on getting 
NNED to GREG GOSCH of 
I KAPPA ALPHA! Your sisters 
are happy for you. 
________ 10/27 
Tri-Sigmas: Congratulations on 
great football season. You all 
lhould be very PROUD! Love, 
Brian 
________ 10/27 
PADDLES FOR SALE: ONLY 
II LITTLE PADDLES· ONLY 
$21CALL581-81171! 
________ 10/28 
The voodoo lady has put a hex 
on "JAMAICAN TAN" to give 
you that island tan now for 
Halloween. But you must buy 
these tans before Fri., Oct. 
29th or remain pale forever. 15 
Tans, $40.00. 348-0018, 4107 
7th St. 
_______ 10/29 
To Vicky of AST: Maybe we 
can play the sophomore game 
this weekend. Your KDR Pal, 
Geno 
.,..,..,.,~ ______ 10/27 
MIKE MARUSIN of KDR: We 
can get you deal on that lava-
ler, Guess Who? 
-~------10/27 
KEVVY KOONTZ (Lucky): You 
will never get me, TRELLA you 
are next, Guess Who? 
Congratulations to the Delta 
Zeta Football team on winning 
it all. Love, the Men of Pi 
Kappa Alpha. 
--------10/27 
MISHA & LAUREL, AST: Will 
my driving services ever be 
needed again since 
Homecoming is over? BRIAN 
KDR 
________ 10/27 
Congratulations TRl-SIGs on a 
very successful football sea-
son. Love, the Men of Pi 
Kappa Alpha. 
________ 10/27 
Kappa Delta Rho, Lambda Chi 
Alpha, Alpha Sigma Alpha: 
The ASTs are excited about 
the Halloween function. We'll 
see you at Ted's. 
________ 10/27 
CO-ED NAKED 
SPORTSWEAR AND TOKENS 
ANNOUNCE THEIR FIRST 
EVER CO-ED CONTEST. 
COME UP WITH A JINGLE 
FOR A CO-ED T-SHIRT AND 
WIN. ENTER AT TOKENS. NO 
PURCHASE NECESSARY. 
________ 10/29 
GO PHI SIGS! B.T.T.! 
________ 10/27 
HEATHER CLOSE: HAPPY B-
DAY ROOMIE! YOU'RE 
FINALLY 19. LET'S CELE-
BRATE! I LOVE YA. YOU'RE 
ROOMIE KARA 
-,--------10/27 
ASTs, KDRs and LAMBDA 
CHls: Get ready to Boo-gy 
down tonight at Ted's! See ya 
there-! Love the ASAs 
________ 10/27 
CONGRATULATIONS TRI-
SIGMA FLAG FOOTBALL 
TEAM FOR COMING IN SEC-
OND PLACE. YOU ALL 
PLAYED AWESOME! YOUR 
SISTERS ARE VERY PROUD! 
-----,---,-----10/27 
Congratulations to MELISSA 
RICHARDSON on getting 
lavaliered to TROY SWAN-
SON of Pl KAPPA ALPHA, 
Your Sig-Kap sisfers.art:f happy· 
for you. 
________ 10/27 
WAY TO GO DEE ZEE FLAG 
FOOTBALL! YOU PLAYED 
GREAT AND DESERVE 
FIRST PLACE! WE ARE SO 
PROUD OF OUR TACKLING 
TURTLES! 
________ 10/27 
BOO! THE SIGMA Pl/ALPHA 
GAMMA DELTA HAUNTED 
HUT WILL SCARE YOU! 
WEDNESDAY THRU SATUR-
DAY. 7:00 P.M. TO 10:00 P.M. 
AT THE HUT, 6TH & HARRI-
SON . 
---------..,-10/29 
Congratulations to CINDY 
VOLL YING of SIGMA KAPPA 
on being selected as the new 
Pl KAPPA ALPHA DREAM-
GIRL! Your sisters are proud of 
you! 
'SELL SHORT SA VE LONG' 
The Daily Eastern News will run 
your "FoR SALE" CLASSIFIED AD 
(1 O words) for, 1 day for $1 * 
'The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to 
sell an items or items (max. of 3 Items). All items must be priced • 
Name: ______________ __,__ _ ~ 
Address: ________ Phone:-------
Dates to run -----------
Message: (one word per line) 
Under Classification of: ____ Person accepting ad __ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ____ Compositor ___ _ 
No. words/days _______ .Amount due:$ __ ~--
Phi Sig New Members: Have 
fun at thoughtfulness tonight! 
Love the Actives 
________ 10/27 
ALOHA TAN: 10 TANS FOR 
$25.00. CALL 345-4386. 
_________ 11/9 
Kaaryn and Joel, my parents 
are pinned! I love you both! 
ASA love, Kimberly 
________ 10/27 
PAM LEBER: Congratulations 
on finally getting LAVALIERED 
to LEBO. Your roomie couldn't 
be happier for you! 
...,--::-~--=------10/27 
LARISA: YOU ARE THE BEST 
ROOMIE AND FRIEND I 
COULD EVER ASK FOR. I'll 
MISS YOU NEXT 
SEMESTER. ALPHA GAM 
LOVE AND MINE, LISA 
________ 10/27 
LISA ZILLY of SIGMA KAPPA: 
CONGRATS TO MY BEAUTI-
FUL DAUGHTER ON I-WEEK. 
YOUR MOM IS SO PROUD 
OF YOU. LOVE, STEPHANIE. 
________ 10/27 
TRACY TRACY: Thanks for all 
of your hard work during 
Homecoming. We couldn't 
have done it without you! ASA 
love, Kelly 
________ 10/27 
LAUREL (AST), VICKI (AST), 
AND GENO (KDR): I know it 
was one of your beers and I 
will find out. BRIAN (KOR) 
________ 10/27 
Good luck to all the Phi Sig 
new members on their 
National Exam! From the 
Actives 
________ 10/27 
Joe Redshaw of KDR: 
Congratulations on getting 
lavaliered to Amber Johnson. 
Your Super Bro Geno 
________ 10/27 
MISHA KUHN AST: Thanks for 
all your help during homecom-
ing especially window painting 
and our 3 a.m. banner. You 
can haye a ride anytime, any-
where. BRIAN, KDR 
________ 10/27 
MISSY SMITH: You are a 
beautiful ALPHA PHI! CON-
GRATULATIONS on being in 1-
Week! I am so proud of you lit-
tle one! Luv, Amy 
________ 10/27 
PHl SIG NEW MEMBERS: 
CONGRATS ON ENTERING 
RED ROSE WEEK FROM 
CASSIE'S MAN AND THE 
REST OF THE KDRs 
________ 10/27 
MELISSA and MISHA of AST: 
Homecoming '93 Once Upon 
a Time, was a great success. 
You both deserve a lot of 
recognition for all your hard 
work. Congratulations on 
being the AST actives of the 
week! 
________ 10/27 
Congratulations to everyone 
who won during Homecoming! 
From the Women of Phi Sigma 
Sigma 
________ 10/27 
HEY, HEY: SINCE WHEN DID 
TRADITION BECOME A CRl-
TE RI A FOR THE 
HOMECOMING FLAT JUDG-
ING? 
________ 10/27 
TOM BIEWALD: Thank you for 
the past 2 years. You have 
been a great AST sweetheart. 
The ASTs appreciate all you've 
done for us. You really are the 
best. Get excited for Formal. 
Love, Your Gators 
________ 10/27 
MELISSA LOGGIE:· CON-
GRATULATIONS on going 
ACTIVE! Your Mom and Dad 
are so proud of our NUMBER 
ONE Kiddo! Love, Rachel and 
Wop 
________ 10/27 
EMILY UNDERWOOD: 
Congratulations little Delta Chi 
Sweetheart! I'm so proud of 
my great grandkid! Love, 
Martha 
________ 10/27 
ALPHA PHI NEW MEMBERS: 
Hope your I-Week is going 
well! You are in our thoughts! 
Love, the ACTIVES 
--------,--10/27 
CINDY VOLLING: CONGRAT-
ULATIONS ON BEING THE 
NEW PIKE SWEETHEART. I 
AM SO EXCITED FOR YOU! 
LOVE, MELISSA 
________ 10/27 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CHARLY 
MARGGRAF! LOVE, YOUR 
SIS. 
________ 10/27 
THIS IS ILLINOIS "CO-ED 
NAKED" AWARENESS 
WEEK. TOKENS HAS THE 
COMPLETE LINE OF CO-ED 
NAKED CLOTHES. INCLUD-
ING HATS, T-SHIRTS, 
SWEATS, AND SHORTS. 
ENTER THE CO-ED CON-
TEST THIS WEEK'. 
________ 10/29 
Sigma Nu: Thank you for an 
AWESOME Homecoming! 
Love, the Women of Phi Sigma 
Sigma. 
________ 10/27 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
DELT FOOTBALL TEAM ON 
WINNING THE UNIVERSITY 
DIVISION CHAMPIONSHIP. 
________ 10/27 
3 days til PHI SGI Barndance! 
Get ready for an awesome 
time! 
.,....,..,,,==-=,...,....,-.,..,,..,7.'.""::-,---10/27 
JU[lcSTANG't OF SIGMA 
KAPPA, CONGRATULATIONS 
ON ENTERING I-WEEK. 
YOUR SIGMA Pl DAD IS 
PROUD OF YOU. LOVE, 
MIKE. 
________ 10/27 
Calvin and Hobbes 
MISS WORli\WOOO, 
I'D LI~ 'i'OlJ 
"It) SIGN "'ffilS 
co~TAAC.\. 
Doonesbury 
\is .&.." ~R£.E.Mall !AA\ 
'(QIJ'Ll C.OlA.~~1C Mt ~ 
AW{ LOSS OF JDB INCoME 
I M~'I '5\1Ff£R. ACS .l.~ ~~LI 
8£0.Vst Of f). ~ tl\5i· 
GRAOC ED'JO.i\ON . 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
ALPHA PHI PSI PLEDGE 
CLASS ON ENTERING 1-
WEE! YOU GUYS ARE 
GOING TO MAKE GREAT 
ACTIVES! LOVE, JONESY 
________ 10/27 
Heather Goose! Happy 
Birthday kid. I hope it is a good 
one. See ya at IKE's finally. 
Alpha Phi love and mine, Jill 
Goose. 
________ 10/27 
ALPHA PHI NEW MEMBERS 
CONGRATULATIONS ON 1-
WEEK. YOU ARE ALL DOING 
A GREAT JOB. I AM PROUD 
OF ALL OF YOU. ALPHA PHI 
LOVE AND MINE, JILL 
JENNIFER RENO: Congrats 
on I-Weeki I'm so proud of 
you. You'll be a great ACTIVE! 
! 'LOVE YA KIDDO! KARA 
________ 10/27 
Liz Aimone, Congrats on 1-
Week! Your mom is proud of 
you! A-Phi Love, Heather. 
________ 10/27 
To the "house man" of Pl KAPPA 
ALPHA: Thanks for the singing 
lessons. YOU GUYS ARE TER-
RIFIC! Love the ASA mommies. 
________ 10/27 
JULIE STANGLE AND BETH 
HAGER: CONGRATS ON 
ENTERING I-WEEK! l'M SO 
PROUD OF BOTH OF YOU. 
SIG KAP LOVE, COLLEEN 
________ 10/27 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will meet tonight at 7 p.m. 
at the Christian Campus House located behind Lawson Hall. 
JUNIOR HIGH MAJORS Club will hold an Activity~Dance from 
3:30-5 p.m. Oct. 27 at the Charleston Junior High. A car pool will 
leave Buzzard Building at 3:15 p.m. 
NATURAL TIES MEETING will be today at 3:30 p.m. in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union Walkway. All representatives must 
attend. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION STUDENT Center will hold Communion 
at 9:30 p.m. Oct. 27 at the Wesley United Methodist Chapel. 
Everyone is invited. · 
WESLEY FOUNDATION STUDENT Center wjll hold a NEW 
l:IOPE meeting tonight at 6 p.m. at the Foundation's student center 
across from Lawson Hall. New Hope is open to any student who 
thinks they may have a problem with alcohol and other dr\Jgs. 
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA will hold a business meeting tonight 
from 5:30-7 p.m. in the Coleman Hall Auditorium. Exec Board will 
meet at 5;15 p.m. · · 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate Mass at 9 p.m. Oct. 
27 at the Newman Chapel at Ninth Street and Lincoln Avenue. A 
social will follow. 
ACEI WILL MEET today at 4 p.m. in the Buzzard Building Lounge 
for those who are interested in becoming an officer in Spring of 
1994. 
PRE-LAW CLUB will hold its weekly meeting today at 3 p.m. in 
Room 207 of Coleman Hall. All majors are welcome to attend. 
SIGMA RHO EPSILON will hold a regular meeting tonight at 5:45 
p.m. in Room 108 of the Buzzard Building. There will be a guest 
speaker. _ 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have its Warbler group shot at 
. 7:30 p.m. Oct. 27 outside the Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union Bookstore. 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT SENATE meeting will be tQnight at 7 
p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. 
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION will hold Hollywood Squares-
Eastern Style tonight at 5 p.m. in the South Quad. 
EASTERN'S SOCIOLOGY CLUB will meet tonight at 6 p.m. in 
Room 300 of Blair Hall. All majors are welcome. 
PHI CHI BAKE sale items are to be brought at 6:30 p.m. Oct. 27 to 
the Psychology Lounge. · 
PHI CHI INITIATION Ceremony will be held tonight at 7 p.m. in the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union Rathskeller. All actives are 
reminded to pick up their initial. Clothing should be semi-forinal. 
Pleawi\lote: CamjJi:is Clips a;e1an free of et'..a;ge ONE f:flif ONLY far-any 
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be submitted 
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before the 
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should be 
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is 
illegible or contains conflicting information will not be published. 
IF 'COO GET ,.._ ~ Fl~i­
~QE EOOC,.._ilON, \'1.W\\l. 
BE fRoM YOUR LK.K Cfi 
g:ro~. ~r Mlt-\~. 
GET ''B~o:. 10 
'f<:l.IR DES~ . 
by Bill Watterson 
~ GOLL 'I. SOICIOIY 
OOG\-\T It> P~~ ME. IF 
I DoM1 l.Q~ 1-.M'll'\\1~. 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
10 Wednesday, October 27, 1993 
'lbe History of the Otibank 
·~ VJSa card and the Age of Credit 
·. ·-~Card- SecUrity. ··Jn the fi1th year ~the 20th Century t\.D., Citibank introdUced a credit 
. : .. 
· :' dm:i · ~ .. ~ titled .i.. ... cruibank a · Vi • card Established the · that. crec1·t card should 
.... all'-'1. ~~ . aSSlC . • • on ~ a 1 . 
I ' I .. ,~ • ,. 
:" / 
.:~•....:u hou~·a.~y-warm, ~~'the Citibank Clas&c VISa card marl<ed the end of the 
~-Ice Age. And it ushered in a new era. 'ti With the introduction of the first Photocanl, the credit card 
This tablet. dated I Jj8 B.C.. was the first 
known al/empt to put ones photo on a cmi/1 
card-but not 1.-i1hou1 drowbadcs. Photorraphy 
had·""' >"' be.-n inll<'nted. It weighed over j/) 
pounds. And. it did not fit easily into a wallet 
bearing one's Own photo and signature on the front, it soon became 
evident that Man was entering the Post Paleolithic Period. First, 
Man was no longer looking like a Neanderthal, as one often does on 
more primitive cards such as the Student ID. He or she could now 
choose his or her own photo. Second, by deterring other anthropoids 
from using the card, Man was helping to prevent fraud. Surely this 
was a sign of advanced intelligence. 'ti The subsequent rise of services was nothing less than an 
American Revolution. So as you might expect, Citibank would be there for you, even if your canl 
was stolen, or perhaps lost. The Lost Wallet5"' Service could have a new card in your hands 
usually within 24 hours. (You can almost hear Paul Revere crying, "The canl is coming! The 
canl is ~~ming!") ~ When the Great Student Depression came along, Citibank introduced 
New-Deals-special student discounts and savings. Hence, today's student can enjoy a $20 
Airfare Discount for domestic flights 1 (ushering in the Jet Age); savings on mail order 
purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4%2; and, 
no annual fee. ~ Fmally, comes the day you enter the Classical Age (i.e. when you charge 
your purchases on the· Citibank Classic card). You receive Otibank Price Protection to assure 
' }'Ot1 of the best prices. Just see the same item advertised in print for le$, within 60 days, and 
· Citibank will refund the difference up to $150~ You receive Buyers S~curity••, to cover 
those purchases against accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from 
the date of purchase~ And ·Citibank Lifetime Warranty•~ to extend the 
expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years~ Together they 
give you complete coverage~ · and with everything else ... the Age of Credit 
~i~~=P~f::.~c c:;:,:~~:d Qud Security. ~ It's credit history in the' making. With the help of Citibank's 
ttilll ia Imt H6ltr &ma. lw 
wo11/d 1101 ha•e been com· 
, ft:".!/!:/';':;/:/:t:'f::Ie~ services and> savings, you earn some of the credentials needed later on to 
pwdlase a car or ~ a house. ~ So call to apply. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. Call, 
also, if you'd like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic VISa card. The number 
is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226), extension 19. ~If 
after reading this chapter descnbing the prosperous condi-
tions set forth by a Citibank Classic Visa card, one feels that 
he or she has left forever the Darlc Ages and has entered upon 
a new age, the Age of Enlightenment, then your · time, as 
they say, has come. Destiny is calling. And so should you. Not just Visa. Citibank Visa. 
'Oiiier expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only. 'The Annual Percentase Rate for 
purdiases is 15.4% as of8/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentase Rate forcash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is SO cents. There is an additional 
finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction: however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than SJ0.00. 'Certain 
conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer 10 your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK Limited. 'Certain 
restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry 
data. Details of coverage are available in your Summary of Additional Program Information. Monarch• Notes are published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount 
Communications Company. Used by permission ofthe publisher. Citibank credit cards are issued by Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. © 1993 Citibank (SOuth Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC. 
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With the Citibank Clas&c VJSa card, 
you can build a credit history before 
you reach your middle ages. And, 
receive special student discounts. 
Call today 1-800-CITIBANK 
(1-800-248-4226), extension 19. 
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Mid-Con expansion a 
definite possibility 
The Mid-Continent Conference took what could be a big step 
toward expansion Tuesday when it announced that a motion was 
passed for the conference to move forward with expansion to divi-
sion play. 
In meetings between the league athletic directors, senior 
women's administrators and Mid-Con Commissioner Jerry 
lppoliti, the committee narrowed down its expansion selections. 
The teams rumored to be interested in moving to the Mid-Con 
are current Midwestern Collegiate Conference members includ-
ing Butler and Xavier. 
The motion to now must pass through the league's President's 
Committee. If the motion passes, the league will extend invita-
tions immediately. 
The Mid-Con, currently a 10-team conference, is looking to 
expand to two six-team divisions. 
- Staff report 
Women ____ _ 
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runner up, eight points 
behind Northern Illinois. 
Klein, who was named 
late in the summer, said he 
has not had much of a 
chance to see his players 
work. The team's first offi-
cial practice will be 
Saturday. 
"This year obviously, I 
know very little about the 
players, coming into the pro-
gram late this summer," 
Klein said. "Having to hire 
an assistant coach and so 
forth, we really have not had 
a great deal of exposure 
(with our players)." 
Kate Peterson was named 
the Lady Panthers' assistant 
coach in September. 
Eastern will be facing 
some tough competition this 
year in the conference, some-
thing Klein is well aware of. 
"I'm really looking for-
ward to the competition, the 
challenge and the fact that 
I'm going to learn a lot with 
this step in my career," he 
said. 
Klein was hired to replace 
Barbara Hilke who had a 
winning season in all of her 
14 seasons at Eastern except 
her final two. 
"Eastern has always had a 
winning tradition, and ... I 
feel that we can get that 
winning tradition back," 
Klein said. . 
Eastern will have to fill to 
the void left by graduated 
senior Sheriel Brown and 
Karen McCaa. The Lady 
Panthers have a large group 
of young players returning 
led by junior point guard 
Nicky Polka. 
No Eastern players were 
selected on the preseason 
all-conference team. The all-
conference team features 
two preseason All-American 
picks as well. Senior guard 
E.C. Hill from Northern 
Illinois heads the list. She 
was selected first team pre-
s ea son All-American by 
Street and Smith's basket-
ball magazine. 
Wisconsin-Green Bay's 
Kim Wood, who is considered 
by some to be among the top 
10 centers in the nation, is 
also an all-conference and 
All-American preseason 
selection. 
Rounding out the all-con-
ference team are Northern's 
Angela Lockett, Illinois-
Chicago's Joanne McCarthy 
and Valparaiso's Shari 
Toelke. 
Klein said he now needs to 
start rebuilding the Lady 
Panthers. 
"We feel it's real impor-
tant this year to establish 
confidence among the team 
and to establish a winning 
attitude and elevate the 
pride of the team," Klein 
said. 
Eastern opens the season 
Dec. 3 at the Rice University 
Classic in H;ouston, Texas. 
How Does Fast Food 
Breakfast Strike You? 
If You're Tired of 
Breakfast in a Styrofoam Box 
Try What's Gookin Next Time. 
We fix it to order & even put it on a real plate. 
]WHAT'S COOKIN'j 
llilfflil!Ullt 
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Mid-Continent 
Conference men's pre-
season coaches poll 
Cleveland St. 
111.-Chicago 
Northern Ill. 
UW-Green Bay 
Wright St. 
Valparaiso 
Eastern ru. 
UW-Milwaukee 
Youngstown St. 
Western Ill. 
77 
72 
53 
50 
50 
41 
40 
27 
13 
11 
Preseason All-
Conference Team 
Sherrell Ford, Jr. F UIC 
Sam Mitchell, Sr. F CSU 
Mike Nahar, Sr. C WSU 
David Redmon, Jr. G Val 
Kenny Williams, Sr. G UIC 
Men's 
C 0 N F E R E N C E 
Mid-Continent 
Conference women's 
preseason poll 
Northern Ill. 
UW-Green Bay 
Valparaiso 
111.-Chicago 
Youngstown St. 
UW-Milwaukee 
Cleveland St. 
Wright St. 
Western Ill 
Eastern W. 
79 
72 
63 
50 
38 
37 
35 
35 
16 
13 
Preseason All- · 
Conference Team 
E.C. Hill, Sr. G NIU 
Angela Lockett, Jr. F NIU 
Joanne McCarthy, So. G UIC 
Sha.Ii Toelke, Sr. G Val 
Kim Wood, Sr. C UWGB 
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(eighth), Youngstown State (ninth) and Western Illinois 
(10th) were ranked behind Eastern. 
Eastern did not place anyone on either preseason all-
conference team. The coaches team was made up of 
Illinois-Chicago's Kenny Williams and Sherell Ford, 
Cleveland State's Sam Mitchell, Wright State's Mike 
Nahar and Valparaiso's David Redmon. The media's team 
included those five and Valparaiso forward Casey Schmidt. 
Williams heads the list after finishing second- in the 
league in scoring last year with a 21.7 points per game 
average. · 
Samuels said he was not to worried about not having 
anyone on the preseason team. 
"Post season rankings and awards are the ones that 
matter," Samuels said. 
One common theme mentioned by almost all the coaches 
was the strength of the league this year. . 
"I think it (the Mid-Con) may be on the threshold of its 
best season. I think it can be an outstanding year for our 
league not only individually, but the level of play," 
Samuels said. 
The men's team ope11s up the season on Saturday with 
its first official practice and will play an exhibition game 
on Nov. 19 against the Russian Select team. 
In regular season play, Eastern opens up conference 
play at home on Dec. 1 against Indiana State and its con-
ference season on Jan. 8 at home against Youngstown 
State. 
ll 
One new 
NFL city 
decided 
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) -
Fifteen men comprise the own-
ership group of the Carolina 
Panthers, who were awarded 
an NFL franchise Tuesday 
night. 
Excluding Jerry Richard-
son, 10 of the 14 men have 
businesses in the Charotte 
area. One is in New York, 
another in Newport Beach, 
Calif., and two others in Rocky 
Mount,N.C. 
The ownership group: Jerry 
Richardson, Spartan-burg, 
S.C., chairman and chief exec-
utive officer, Flags tar 
Companies, Inc. 
John Belk, Charlotte, chair-
man, Belk Stores Services, 
Inc., the largest retailer in 
North Carolina and South 
Carolina. 
Derick Close, Fort Mill, S.C., 
national sales manager, Wam-
su tta, a division of Springs 
Industries. 
Southwest 
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been the emergence of quar-
terback Phil Johnson. A 
senior transfer from the 
University of Missouri, 
Johnson has passed for more 
than 1,000 yards and is sec-
ond in the conference in 
passing efficiency with a 
118. 7 rating. 
"(Johnson) has played 
very well for us," Branch 
said. "He has started the last 
three ,games in a row and 
has taken a majority of the 
snaps in those games." 
Senior Anthony Peagues 
leads the Bears in rushing 
with 319 yards. 
Senior cornerback Adrion 
Smith and sophomore inside 
linebacker DeLaun Fowler 
lead the Southwest defense. 
Smith, a preseason all-
conference pick selection, 
leads the Gateway with four · 
interceptions and Fowler 
leads the Bears in tackles 
with 87. 
•· 
Basketball expectations minimal 
Women's 
team 
tabbed 
for last 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Sports editor 
CHICAGO - At least 
Eastern women's basketball 
coach John Klein can find 
. some relief in the fact that he 
will not . face too much pres-
sure in his first season as 
coach of the Lady Panthers. 
· That's because his Lady 
Panthers were selected to 
finish in last place in the 
Mid-Continent Conference 
preseason coaches poll that 
was released Tuesday at the 
annual media day at the 
Drake Hotel in Chicago. 
Eastern was picked 10th in 
the 10-team league. 
Northern Illinois was 
selected to repeat as the con-
ference champs after posting 
a 15-1 conference record last 
season. Wisconsin-Green Bay 
was selected as the league's 
t Continued on Page 11 
FILE PHOTO 
Eastern guard Derrick Landrns dri.ves past an opponent 
during last year's basketball season. Eastem's men's bas-
ketball team was picked to finish seventh at TI.resd.ay's 
media day for the Mid-Continent Conference in Chicago. 
Men's team picked 
7th in conference 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Sports editor 
team league. Cleveland State 
was picked to repeat as con-
ference champs in the coach's 
CHICAGO - Cleveland poll and Illinois-Chicago was 
State basketball coach Mike picked to win the league in 
Boyd said his team will don the media poll. 
new uniforms this season - "I think we are a better 
ones with targets drawn on team than what people rate 
by other teams who hope to us as. We have to prove that 
knock off the defending regu- now," Samuels said. 
lar season champions. Samuels added he was not 
However, Eastern coach surprised by the selection . 
Rick Samuels finds himself in "I think a lot of that is 
a much different position. based on star p.ames. Each 
"We're not going to do what one of t:Qose schools above 
coach Boyd is doing, we're not has someone with star status. 
going to put those targets on I don't think our team has 
our jerseys," Samuels said. anyone that has been recog-
"We're not going to be a team nized in that category - yet,• 
people point towards." he said. "I think this reall 
Samuels statement is gives us momentum to build 
based on the fact his team on. Our kids are anxious to 
was selected seventh in the gain some respect and identi-
Mid-Continent Conference ty of their own." 
preseason coaches poll Other teams ranked ahead 
released Tuesday at the con- of the Panthers in the coaches 
ference's annual media day at poll were Northern Illinois 
the Drake Hotel in Chicago. (third), Wisconsin-Green Bay 
In a poll conducted by (fourth), Wright State (fifth) 
media, the Panthers were and Valparaiso (sixth). 
selected eighth in the 10- Wisconsin-Milwauke 
+ Continued on Page 11 
Southwest to-try 
to snap O'Brien 
Stadium curse 
Western Illinois upset win 
By DON O'BRIEN 
Staff editor 
Southwest Missouri State coach Jesse Branch is well 
aware that his football has never won at O'Brien Stadium. 
"All you have to do is look at the record," said Branch, who 
is in his eighth year at Southwest. "All of those games have 
been close ones. We have never been able to pull it off there." 
Southwest is 0-7-1 against Eastern at O'Brien and are 0-3 
under Branch in road games against the Panthers. The 
three losses under Branch have been by a combined 11 
points. 
Saturday, the Bears will be trying to win their fourth 
game in a row and first-ever at Eastern when the teams 
meet for a Gateway Conference game at 1:30 p.m. 
The Panthers, who are 1-5-1 overall and 0-3-1 in the 
Gateway, have a chance to spoil any playoff hopes Southwest 
may have. The Bears are 5-3 overall and 3-1 in Gateway 
play. A Southwest win against Eastern would set up a battle 
for first place in the Gateway next week at Western Illinois. 
Western, which plays a non-conference game at Western 
Kentucky Saturday, is on top of the Gateway with a 4-0 
league mark. 
"We do have an awful lot to play for," Branch said. "The 
players look at the standings, and they know what is wait-
ing out there for them." 
The last time the Bears came to Eastern in 1991, the 
Panthers knocked Southwest out of contention for a playoff 
berth with a 35-29 upset victory in the final game of the sea-
son. Southwest, which is in Springfield, Mo., defeated 
Eastern 13-10 at home last season. 
Unlike past Southwest teams that have primarily used 
the option, the Bears have gone to a passing attack more 
than ever. 
"We use the option sometimes, but not as much as we 
used to," said Branch, who will be trying for his 50th career 
victory with Southwest Saturday. 
The reason for the Bears' move away from the option has 
• Contini.ted on Page 11 
keeps team 1st in Gatewa 
Western Illinois pulled off 
the upset of the week and 
maybe even the season in 
Gateway Conference football 
play on Saturday. 
The Leathernecks took on 
Northern Iowa - both tied for 
the league lead heading into 
the game, and Western beat 
the purple Panthers 25-23 in 
Macomb. Place kicker Matt 
Seman made a 33-yard field 
goal with 35 seconds left in the 
game to give Western the win 
and a 4-3 overall record. 
The Leathernecks are now 
4-3 in the Gateway and a full 
game ahead of second place 
Northern Iowa and Southwest 
Missouri State, which both 
own 3-1 league marks. 
Both. Northern Iowa and 
Western Illinois were 3-0 
entering the game and the 
purple Panthers, who were 
ranked No. 9, were favored. 
But with help from running 
back Kendall McDonald, the 
I,,eathernecks pulled out the 
win. 
McDonald ran the ball 31 
times and gained 144 yards. 
Northern Iowa drops to 5-3 
overall and No. 17 in Division 
I-AA. The purple Panthers' 
Dedric Ward did his part for 
Northern Iowa, catching two 
touchdown passes in the 
fourth quarter. 
Western Illinois will take 
next week off.from conference 
play and travel to Bowling 
Green, Ky. to take on Western 
Kentucky. Northern Iowa will 
Team Co.nf. OYerall 
Western Dllnois 4-0-0 4-3-0 
Northern Iowa 3-1-0 5-3-0 
SW Miss. State 3-1-0 5-3-0 
Illinois State l-2-1 4-3-l 
Indiana State l-3-0 2-5-0 
Eastem 0-3-1 1-5-1 
Southern llllno!S 0-2-0 1-6-0 
Saturday'• games 
Western Jll 25. Northern Iowa 23 
· SW Miss. st. 22. Southern m. 17 
JtAS'l'ERN· 17, IlllnoiS State 17 
Indlana~te41,W.Kentucky 14-
remain on the road, traveling 
to Normal to play Gateway foe 
Illinois State. The Redbirds 
are 1-2-1 on the season in 
league play. 
• Indiana State also pulled 
off a big surprise last week, 
pounding No. 18 Hilltoppers 
from Western Kentucky, 41-14. 
Western Kentucky has since 
dropped out of the top 25. 
The Sycamores (1-3, 2-5) 
made the most of their oppor-
tunities, converting thre~ 
Hilltopper fumbles and a 
blocked punt into touchdowns. 
Indiana State quarterback Kip 
Hennelly only threw seven 
passes, completing six of them 
for 69 yards. 
On the ground, Indiana 
State gained 234 yards, as six 
different players ran the ball. 
Western Kentucky ran for 
346 yards and threw for 86 
more, but were unable to over--
come its three lost fumbles. 
• Southwest Missouri State 
moved into a second-place · 
with Northern Iowa with i 
22-17 win over Souther 
Illinois. 
The Bears led by as many 
19 points in the fourth q 
and hung on to beat th 
Salukis in Springfield, M 
The Bears, who moved to 3-
in the Gateway and 5-3 O\' 
all, will travel to Charleston 
play Eastern on Saturday. 
Southern Illinois run · 
back carried the ball 29 tim 
for 138 yards and two fo 
quarter touchdowns. He 
caught five passes for 3 
yards. 
Southwest Missouri State' 
Phil Johnson completed 10 
20 passes for 159 yards a 
running back Anthony Pe 
collected 68 rushing yards. 
• Northern Iowa quarte 
back Kurt Warner, who co 
pleted 24 of 33 passes for 
yards and three touchdo 
against Western Illinois, w 
named the Gateway' 
"Offensive Player of the Week. 
• Indiana State defensiv 
tackle Dan Brandenburg waa 
named the league's "Defensi 
Player of the Week." He had 1 
tackles (nine solo), a sack 
two forced fumbles. He als 
recovered a fumble. Teamma 
Von Ganaway returned one 
his forced fumbles 85 yards t1 
a touchdown. 
Compikd by Ryan Giusti. 
